Abstract. Let $: X x Y->(E, <, || • ||), where X and Y are convex, X is compact, and £ is a dedekind complete Banach lattice with unit e. If each il>(-,y) is continuous <-concave on X, {if/(-,y): y e Y) is convex, and }p(X x Y) is minorized in E, then sup inf *l>(x,y) = inf sup \f/(x,y). Similar theorems are included.
1.
Introduction. An ordered vector space is a vector space V with a partial ordering < defined on it such that / < g in V implies that (i) / + h < g + h for all h E V, and (ii) af < ag for all a > 0. If V satisfies (iii) sup(/, g) and inf(/, g) are defined and belong to V for any / g in V, then V is called a vector lattice (or Riesz space). A vector lattice V is dedekind complete [7] (or boundedly order complete) iff every subset S of V which is majorized (i.e., there is some v in F such that s < ü for every i in 5, also called an upper bound for S) has a supremum sup(S) in v.
For any v E V, v+ = sup(u, 0) and t>-= -inf(t>, 0) are known as the positive and negative parts of v, respectively, while K+ = {t> + :t;eK}isthe positive cone of V. We note that V = F+ -V+ when K is a vector lattice. The absolute value of i> is defined tobe|u| = u+-t-ü-. (E, <, || • ||) is a Banach lattice iff (E, < ) is a vector lattice, (E, \\ ■ \\) is a Banach space, and the norm and absolute value are related via: |/| > |g| implies that ||/|| > ||g|| [6, p. 236 ]. For our purposes we note that the set CE(T) of all continuous functions on a compact set T into a Banach lattice E is a Banach lattice (see [10] for further examples). If CE(T) is dedekind complete and completely regular, then T is extremally disconnected (see [10, p. 15] or [1, vol. Ill, p. 82 
]).
Now let E he a Banach lattice with positive cone £+ and let E' be the space of all algebraic linear functionals on E. If (£")+ is the positive cone in E', then E®= (E')+ -(E')+ is the order dual of E. It is well known that any L E (E')+ is continuous (L is bounded on the order bounded set U + = U n E+, where U is the unit ball, and so on U = U+ -U+), and thus £®C E* = space of continuous linear functionals on E (see [10, p. 86 ] for a more general result). We say that e E E is an order unit iff for each x E E there is an a > 0 such that ae > x, e.g., the constant function 1 in C [0, 1 ].
2. Let \p: A -> (.E, <), where A is a convex set and (E, <) is a vector lattice. We will call \p a < -convex operator iff \p(qf + (1 -a)g) < a^if) + (1 -a)\p(g) for any f, g E A and 0 < a < 1 and will say that \p is < -concave whenever -ip is < -convex. This is more general than the linear case of strict equality (we will call a < -convex function order convex). Theorem 1. Let \¡/: X X y-»(£,<, || • ||), where X is a compact convex subset of a normed space, Y is a convex subset of a vector space, and E is a dedekind complete Banach space whose positive cone E + has nonempty interior. If (i) x -> \p(x,y) is continuous < -concave on X for each fixed y, (ii) y -» \pix, y) is < -convex for each fixed x, and (iii) the image \p(X X Y) is minorized in E, then sup inf $ix,y) = inf sup \pix,y).
Proof. For any fixed (x0, y0), inf Y t//(x0, y) < iMWo) < supx$ix, y0). By taking the supremum over X of both sides of inlY^ix0,y) < supx\pix,y0), we obtain sup inf \¡>ix,y) < s\ip\l>ix,y0).
Since this is true for any y0 in Y, the inequality
always holds. Since each $i-,y) is continuous on X, it is majorized by by = supjr \pix,y) in E and hence b = inf{¿> : y E Y] exists in E by dedekind completeness. Since xpiX X Y) is minorized in E, a belongs to E. In the following paragraphs we establish that a > b, which will complete the proof. The norm on CEiX) is the uniform norm ||/|| = sup{||/(x)||£: x E X), where the norm on E is designated by || • ||£. We define Q = [g E CEiX): g > ipi',y) on X for some^ G Y). Claim 1. Q is convex. For any gx, g2 E Q with g¡ > 4>i-,y,) (/ = 1, 2), it follows by the convexity of Y and the < -convexity of y -» \¡/ix,y) for each x
Thus 83 = agi + 0 -a)g2 > y¡>i-,y3) fory3 = ay, + (1 -a)y2 E Y and this implies that g3 E Q.
Claim 2. Q is a convex body. Since E + has nonempty interior, we take e to be an interior point of E +. Denote by 9e the constant function {x -* e) in CEiX). Then 9e is an interior point in C£(A')+ (since for e > 0 sufficiently small that A/e(e) = [u E E: \\e -u\\E < e) c E+, the set A/£(öe) = {/ E CEiX): fix) E Ne for all x G X} is a nbhd of 9e and is contained in CEiX)+, because g G Mci9e) implies that g(x) > 0 G E for every x G X). Now we fix y -y0 and put n = ^>i',y0) + e and then translate the cone CEiX)+ to n to License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use get P = CE(X)+ + h. Since P c Q and P has nonempty interior, Q is a convex body.
Claim 3. The constant function {x^>b}, denoted by 0b, is not an interior point of Q. Because \j/(X X Y) is minorized, we may and do assume without loss of generality that b > 0. Then 0b E CE(X) + . Let Ne= {f E CE(X): ||/ -0b\\ < e} and let 0U = {x -> «} for u E E such that ||6 -u\\E < e (i.e., \\0b -0U\\ < e) and b > u > 0 with b ^ u. Now b -u < b = infyS\ipx\p(x,y), so that 0b_u = {x -> b -u} g Q.
Since 0b is not an interior point of the convex body Q, the separation theorem yields the existence of a continuous linear functional L E CE(X)* which separates Q and 0b. Thus L(0b) < inf{L(i7) E R: a E Q}. , there exists a regular Borel £*-valued measure m on the Borel sets in X such that L(f) = ¡f dm for any / E CE(X). Further aai has finite variation p, and we assume without loss of generality that p(X) = 1. Now b = bp(X) = J0bdp < / g dp in E for every g E Q, by separation.
It is known that p has a barycenter x E X [8, p. 2], By Lemma 1 below and the < -concavity of each \p(-,y), it follows that f\p(-,y) dp < \p(x,y) for each y E Y. Then b = f0b dii < f\p(-,y) dp < i*(x,y) for each>> (since ^(-,y) E Q in this continuous case), so that b < infyi//(x, v) < sup^-inf^x, v) = a.
Thus a = b. Lemma 1. Let f: X -> E be u.s.c. < -concave on the compact convex set X with E a dedekind complete Banach space. If p is a positive regular Borel measure on X with n(X) = 1 aAia" x = jx dit E X (the barycenter or p-mean of X), then f{x) > ff{x) dp.
Proof. /n n x dp = lim2x,pL4,) -lim2a,x" i i , where X and Y are convex with X being compact, and E is a dedekind complete Banach lattice with interior (£ +) nonempty. If (i) X -> 9 (x, y) is continuous < -convex on X for each fixed y, (ii) _y-»0(x, y) is < -concave for each fixed x, and (iii) 9(X X Y) is majorized in E, then sup inf 9 (x, y) = inf sup 9 (x, y).
Y X * Y 3. Let F: X -> (E, <, || • ||) where X is convex and £ is a dedekind complete Banach lattice. We will call/ <-quasiconvex iff f(ax + (1 -a)y) < sup(/(x), fiy)) for any xjEi and 0 < a < 1. In this case -/ is < -quasiconcave.
Lemma 2. The mapping f: X -» (£, <, || • ||) is < -quasiconvex on X iff every set of the form Kd = (x G X: fix) < d E E) is convex.
Proof. Let/be < -quasiconvex. For any d E E, let x, and x2 belong to Kd and 0 < a < 1. Then /(ax, + (1 -a)x2) < sup(/(x,),/(x2)) < d, which implies that ax, + (1 -a)x2 G Á^. Thus Kd is convex. Now assume that Kd is convex for any d E E and let x,y E X with 0 < a < 1. Let c = sup(/(x),/(>»)). Then x,j>, ax + (1 -a) ;> G Kc, from which it follows that/(ax + (1 -a)y) < c = sup(/(x),/(.y)). Lemma 3. Iff: X -» (is, < , || • \\) is < -convex, then f is < -quasiconvex.
Proof. Since
= sup(/(x),/(.y)), < -quasiconvexity is more general than < -convexity. We conjecture here that if condition (ii) in Theorem 1 were changed from < -convexity to < -quasiconvexity, then the theorem would remain true. An analogous result holds as before.
